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Analyzing Precious Metals
Introduction
Precious metals require — and reward —

Three modern techniques offer widely used

careful analysis. Their high monetary value

solutions. Energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence

means that purity is a prime consideration

(ED-XRF) and optical emission spectrometry (OES)

when trading in these metals or products

can be used without specialist analytical training

made from them. Different alloys must be

to rapidly and accurately analyze bullion, jewelry,

identified and their composition verified.

and alloys. A variation of OES, inductively coupled

Adulteration, while not always easy to detect,

plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES),

can dramatically affect value.

is an ideal tool for the analysis of bulk materials
such as ores, and for the determination of trace

Analysts face various difficulties. The scope of

impurities.

precious metals analysis extends from trace
levels to 100%. Most of these metals are

Several instruments available from SPECTRO

resistant to dissolution by all but the strongest

Analytical Instruments represent the state of the

acids. Some traditional analytical methods like

art in these techniques. This paper describes their

fire assay are time-consuming and demand a

application to precious metals analysis.

high level of skill.

CURRENCY TO CHEMISTRY:
THE VALUE OF PRECIOUS
METALS

(ppb) in the earth’s crust. Silver is the most
abundant, at about 75 ppb, or 0.0000075%.
This compares with aluminum at around
8%, or iron at 5%. Even “rich” deposits

The following are traditionally classified as

of precious metals have concentrations

precious metals: gold, platinum, iridium,

measured in parts per million (ppm).

palladium,

rhodium,

However, their value is not necessarily

ruthenium, and rhenium. All are metallic

proportional to scarcity. Some are traded as

elements that have achieved high monetary

commodities, and acquire inflated values via

value due to their rarity and special

speculation in times of financial uncertainty.

properties.

Indeed, four precious metals are regarded

osmium,

silver,

as convertible currencies and possess ISO
While the latest-known, rhenium, was

4217 currency codes: gold, silver, platinum,

discovered in 1925, gold has been known

and palladium.

since antiquity, largely because it is found in
nature as a free metal. Gold is the exemplar

Other

of an important characteristic of this class:

describe these elements. Noble metals are

resistance to corrosion and oxidation. This

characterized by their high resistance to

provides permanence, luster, and suitability

corrosion. These can be precious metals,

for jewelry and coinage. Other precious

and sometimes nonprecious metals such as

metals like platinum and silver also occur

mercury. Platinum group metals or elements

naturally in metallic form, often alloyed with

are also known as PGMs or PGEs. These

other metals

six transition elements — platinum, iridium,

terms

are

sometimes

used

to

palladium, osmium, rhodium, and ruthenium
Extraction

can

be

very

difficult,

with

-— are clustered together in the periodic

only tiny concentrations present in most

table, have broadly similar properties, and

deposits. Precious metals are extremely

tend to occur in the same mineral deposits.

rare — typically only a few parts per billion
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Whole industries exist to recover valuable
metals from secondary sources such as
scrap jewelry, electronic wastes, and junked
vehicle catalysts. At the other end of the
production chain, it’s economically viable to
exploit ores with quite low precious metal
content. Improved extraction technology
and higher prices make it practical to rework
old mine dumps, extracting metals left
behind by older, less efficient extraction
methods. Evaluating these sources requires
analysis to the sub parts-per-million level.

Karats and Conventions
Mineral deposits worthy of extraction exist

Precious metals in bulk that are traded by

in few locations. Russia and South Africa

weight are known as bullion. This term also

are the world’s major sources of gold and

applies to gold coinage when the price

platinum.

depends on the purity and mass of the coin,

Where

they

occur,

precious

metals are often found alloyed with each

not its face value.

other. They are also found in deposits of
other base metals such as copper and nickel

In jewelry, and other consumer goods such

that are mined in huge quantities, justifying

as silver tableware, a number of conventions

the extraction of the precious metals as

have developed to describe the purity of the

by-products.

have

metal. These are more familiar within the

improved, extraction and purification are

industry than the concentration units used

still complex, capital-intensive processes,

by analysts.

Although

methods

further increasing prices.
The essential measurement of gold is usually
Estimates suggest that up to 30% of today’s

expressed in karats — a unit of purity — where

gold supply is recycled metal. Besides

pure gold (or fine gold) is defined as 24 kt.

its financial merits, recycling is driven by

(Note that a carat — a unit of mass, where 1

legislation: in the EU, the Waste Electronic

carat equals 0.2 gram — instead expresses

and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) Directive

the weight of a precious stone, particularly a

requires that suppliers and users of electrical

diamond.)

and

electronic

equipment

ensure

that

disposal at the end of the equipment’s useful

Pure 24 kt. gold is too soft to be practical

life is environmentally sound. Recovery

for jewelry, being liable to scratching or

of precious metals is often part of that

deformation. So gold is often mixed with

disposal process. Similarly, the EU’s End-

other metals; silver and copper are its

of-Life Vehicles (ELV) Directive requires that

most common alloying elements. Carefully

potentially polluting components (including

controlling concentrations can produce

catalytic converters, which contain platinum

alloys that have the appearance of gold,

and often palladium and rhodium) be

but quite low actual content. Metals such as

removed and properly disposed of by an

zinc are also used in low concentrations, to

authorized processor.

increase hardness. These alloys may still
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be sold as “gold,” although most countries

consumer: gold contacts are a familiar

set a limit for gold content below which the

feature of printed circuit boards. Gold,

word cannot be applied. Another popular

platinum, and palladium are utilized in

jewelry alloy is white gold, in which gold

dental alloys for their insolubility and

is alloyed with metals such as palladium or

permanence. These and a host of other

nickel. When used in jewelry, white gold

applications of precious metals not only

is sometimes rhodium-plated; rhodium is

require raw materials with analyzed com-

also “white,” and if overlooked could cause

position, but also produce waste that

errors with some analytical techniques.

can be treated to recover these valuable
materials.

% w/w

fineness

karat

99.999

999.99

24

THE ROLE OF ANALYSIS

91.67

916.7

22

Elemental analysis plays a central role in

75.0

750

18

the precious metals industries. Typical

58.5

585

14

tasks include:

33.3

333
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•

Verrification of purity and composition,

Platinum is also widely used in jewelry,

including

alloyed with other PGMs such as palladium

purposes

and iridium.

for

•

Identification of alloys

•

Measurement of impurities

trading

and adulteration

Most platinum jewelry is designated with a
purity code of 950, or 95% pure; common

hallmarking,

•

Analysis

of

scrap

and

processed

materials during recycling

platinum alloys are Pt950/Ru, Pt950/Ir,
Pt900/Ir, and Pt950/Co. A common silver

•

Process control

alloy, known as sterling silver, is 925, or

•

Prospecting

92.5% silver; coin silver is 900 or 90%.
Whatever convention is used, in most

These analyses involve a huge range of

countries

are

concentrations, from pure metal to sub-

stamped with a hallmark to indicate their

ppm. They also encounter a wide range

purity.

of sample types, from bullion to jewelry

precious

metal

artifacts

to “sweeps” from working areas to scrap
Non-Jewelry Applications

items to bulk geological samples.

The chemical and physical properties of
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precious metals are useful in many other

A common requirement: quick assessment

applications. For example, despite their

of the composition, and hence the value,

apparent inertness, PGMs (platinum and

of bullion, coins, and jewelry. In trading,

palladium in particular) are excellent

an answer should ideally be available

catalysts.

(used

on the spot. Gold, for example, can be

in emission control systems) account

traded via a number of channels, including

for around half the platinum mined;

jewelers, dealers, pawn shops, and so on.

PGM catalysts are also used in chemical

For small quantities, payment may be on

synthesis and petroleum refining. The

the basis of hallmarks, or on the simple

electronics industry is another major

tests described below. Eventually, the

Automobile

catalysts
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scrap is melted, cast into bars, and sold

immediately,

to a refiner, often in the form of lots: bars

without special analytical skills, would be

of impure metal that might contain 40%–

ideal. Clearly, it’s a distinct disadvantage

60% gold mixed with silver and other

for any party in a transaction to rely on

metals.

time-consuming and expensive external

Two major sources of recycled precious

analysis, or on cheaper but perhaps less

metals are auto catalysts and electronic

accurate internal testing. Unfortunately,

waste (e-waste). Components containing

traditional testing methods are either too

precious metals (e.g., catalytic converters

inaccurate or time-consuming, or require

or printed circuit boards) are removed and

a suitably equipped laboratory.

in-house,

by

personnel

sent to specialist treatment companies. In
the case of catalytic converters, the PGM

Traditional Analysis Methods

catalyst is usually distributed on ceramic

By nature, precious metals are difficult to

granules at up to 0.2% metal content.

analyze. The metals and jewelry trades

This is removed from its steel canister

have long relied on some simple tests, but

and milled to a fine powder containing

these can give only approximate results for

the PGMs, for further processing. Printed

elemental composition:

circuit boards and similar electronic waste
products are usually shredded, then

• The acid test. With some variation, the

subjected to smelting and/or leaching

basic test involves rubbing the sample

processes to extract precious metals.

on an abrasive stone to remove a minute

Prices are based on analyses of this

trace of metal, which is left as a mark on

powdered or shredded material.

the stone. This trace is then tested for
solubility (indicated by a color change) in

Ultimately, payment must be based on

acids of different strengths, each matched

analysis. Results that are of sufficient

to a different karatage of gold. This test

accuracy, and that can be obtained

can also distinguish some silver grades,

Analyzing Precious Metals
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and provide a yes/no test for platinum.

An extension of the fire assay technique,

It’s cheap but very crude, limited to

used to evaluate ores and other bulk

differentiating between commonly used

materials containing low concentrations of

jewelry grades.

precious metals, involves pre-concentrating
precious metals by fusing the sample with

• Conductivity.

the

a flux and a collector, such as lead for gold

electrical conductivity of the sample. A

This

test

meters

or nickel for PGMs. Precious metals are

conductive solution or paste is applied to

scavenged from the melt by the collector

the sample to establish a good electrical

metal; other materials are fused into a slag.

contact.

On cooling, the metals solidify as a button.
This is easily separated from the glassy

Neither of the above tests provides more

slag, and can then be subjected to fire assay

than an indication of elemental composition.

or chemical analysis. Using this method,

Note that both are also unsuitable for

precious metals can be measured down

anything other than metallic samples.

to ppb levels. However, sampling must be
done with great care to avoid errors.

• Fire assay. This is the traditional method
for the accurate determination of the

Fortunately, modern instrumental methods

purity of gold. The weighed sample is

have revolutionized the analysis of precious

heated with lead to around 1200° C in a

metals. They can achieve much more

porous crucible, made of compressed

accurate results than acid or conductivity,

bone ash or magnesium oxide. This

but in a fraction of the time needed for fire

process is known as cupellation. Lead and

assay.

other base metals are oxidized, and the
oxides absorbed into the crucible, while
the precious metal remains behind. Any
silver in the solidified metal is dissolved
in acid, and the remainder — gold — is
weighed.
A skilled fire assay operator observing
good

laboratory

practice

can

achieve

accuracies of better than ±0.05%. However,
the process takes several hours, so it’s
unsuitable when spot decisions must be
made about an article’s value. Although
it’s very accurate for simple gold/silver/
copper jewelry alloys, more complex alloys
containing other precious metals require
further analysis. Fire assay is also usually
regarded as a bulk analysis method, and
may not be economical when trying to
evaluate an individual jewelry item.
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MODERN ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
TECHNOLOGIES

The techniques differ in the type of energy

Energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (ED-

also governs the type of samples that can

XRF) and optical emission spectrometry

be handled), and in the technology used to

(OES) can be used by operators without

analyze and detect the emitted radiation.

analytical knowledge to return accurate

The following table summarizes the main

analyses of even complex precious metal

features of the techniques and their uses in

alloys — in seconds rather than hours.

precious metals analysis:

used to excite the sample atoms (which

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES) is an excellent tool
for the analysis of bulk materials like ores,

Technique

Excitation

Spectrum

Detection

Typical Analyses

Analysis

and for the determination of trace impurities.
ED-XRF

X-rays from

Solid state Silicon Drift Detector

Purity of solid metals

All three methods work on the spectroscopic

low power

(SDD) or Si PIN Detector, capable of

eg bullion, pin samples,

principle, which relies on the internal

(40 W or less) discriminating between emissions

coins, jewelry.

structure of the atoms of the material being

X-ray tube

PM’s in bulk recycled

from different elements.

analyzed. The atoms of the sample are

materials catalysts,

excited by an external source of energy,

electronic waste
Electric arc

Optical poly-

CCD and/or

Impurities in metals, eg

energy level of the electrons in the sample

or spark

chromator using

photomultiplier

bullion, pin samples

atoms. This excited state is unstable, so

discharge

diffraction grating

which is absorbed by and raises the

OES

Inductively

Optical poly-

CCD and/or

Traces of PM’s in fire

state, re-emitting energy as they do so. The

coupled

chromator using

photomultiplier

assay “buttons”. Impuri-

energy emitted, or emission spectrum, is

plasma

diffraction grating

the electrons rapidly return to their normal

ICP-OES

ties in PM’s and alloys,

characteristic of the elements contained in
the sample; its intensity is proportional to
their concentration.

ED-XRF Analysis of Precious Metals
ED-XRF is the most widely used analytical
technique in the precious metals industry.
Unlike many spectroscopic techniques, it
doesn’t require the sample to be atomized
to enable excitation. So it can analyze solid
samples directly. Unlike methods requiring
fusion or dissolution, it’s nondestructive.
This is critical to its usefulness in analyzing
jewelry and other valuable items
without damage or removal of
precious metal. ED-XRF is also
capable

of

quantifying

all

the

sample’s elements of interest in a
single measurement. Finally, it’s ideal
for the detection of counterfeiting
and for other forensic work.

The spectrometric principle in action: X-rays excite the inner
electrons, which emit characteristic energy as they return to normal.

Analyzing Precious Metals
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SPECTRO MIDEX and SPECTROCUBE
Users

of

the

SPECTRO

and

area high-resolution silicon drift detector

ED-XRF

(SDD). In addition, a high-speed readout

spectrometers from SPECTRO Analytical

system provides an ultra-high count rate

Instruments report that these products

combined with excellent resolution. This

approach fire assay in terms of precise

also contributes to the systems’ outstanding

results, while maintaining all XRF advantages.

sensitivity, which is the basis for good

SPECTROCUBE

MIDEX

1.2 mm. The analyzers also feature a large-

small-spot

precision and also good accuracy.
The

fluorescence

metals
some

can
XRF

be

spectra

of

extremely

instruments

have

precious
complex;
difficulty

separating the spectral lines of individual
elements in an alloy. By contrast, the high
resolution achieved by SPECTRO MIDEX or
SPECTROCUBE shows the clear separation
of respective lines.

These midrange analyzers have recently
been improved or newly launched with a
number of technical innovations and userfriendly features. They are standard tools for
laboratories where better precision or faster
analysis is needed — in testing offices, assay
offices, hallmarking centers, precious metal
refineries, and more.
Components of both instruments include a

Typical part of spectra from a yellow gold, a white gold
and a rose gold sample

40 W molybdenum X-ray tube generating
a standard measurement spot size of

In

hallmarking

centers,

the

SPECTRO

MIDEX can deliver scanning results in
as little as 15 seconds — still with good
precision and accuracy. On the other hand,
refiners may choose to take advantage
of the unit’s improved sensitivity to allow
for lower detection limits for some trace
concentrations — thus enabling refiners to
avoid overpayment due to overmeasuring
gold content. This is achieved within the
short

measurement

times

reached

by

previous models.
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SPECTRO MIDEX was specifically designed

Correlation for the Analysis of Au in Au Alloys (SPECTROCUBE)

to accurately analyze small objects such as
jewelry. An optional software-controlled
changer

goes

beyond

the

instrument’s standard 1.2 mm spot to allow
measuring point sizes from 1 mm to 4 mm.
(Larger spots can prove advantageous
for silver, which, unlike gold, may not
be uniformly homogenous throughout a
sample’s mass.) For irregularly shaped
samples (such as slanted bars, highrelief jewelry, or ring inner surfaces), the

100

Au concentra�on analyzed in %

collimator

R² = 0,9999

90
80
70
60
50
40
30

5 mm working distance permits focusing

30

40

50

on sample points at varying heights. The
integrated color video system allows clear
imaging and positioning of the sample, plus

for high-throughput applications such as
hallmarking centers. With its bottom up
geometry, positioning of jewelry samples
is fast and simple. High throughput is also
supported by measurement times as low as 15
seconds — twice as fast as other instruments
in its class. So the analyzer easily allows
testing of several hundred samples per day.
A software-controlled collimator changer
allows the user to choose from a range of
different collimator dimensions (down to
a spot size of 0.2 mm). SPECTROCUBE
options and analytical performance are
the same as those of the SPECTRO MIDEX

Analyzing Precious Metals

70

80

90

100

Repeatability for Gold in gold alloys (SPECTRO MIDEX)

documentation of the testing spot.

SPECTROCUBE was specifically designed

60

Au concentra�on given in %

Au

Ag

Cu

Zn

Ni

Replicate 1

75.03 ± 0.05

3.029 ± 0.025

14.67 ± 0.02

2.197 ± 0.010

5.072 ± 0.012

Replicate 2

75.05 ± 0.05

3.028 ± 0.024

14.67 ± 0.02

2.179 ± 0.010

5.057 ± 0.012

Replicate 3

75.08 ± 0.05

2.981 ± 0.024

14.67 ± 0.02

2.199 ± 0.010

5.071 ± 0.012

Replicate 4

75.04 ± 0.05

3.016 ± 0.025

14.68 ± 0.02

2.181 ± 0.010

5.083 ± 0.012

Replicate 5

75.08 ± 0.05

2.990 ± 0.024

14.67 ± 0.02

2.195 ± 0.010

5.066 ± 0.012

Replicate 6

75.04 ± 0.05

3.008 ± 0.025

14.66 ± 0.02

2.215 ± 0.010

5.074 ± 0.012

Replicate 7

75.06 ± 0.05

2.991 ± 0.025

14.67 ± 0.02

2.221 ± 0.010

5.049 ± 0.012

Replicate 8

75.09 ± 0.05

2.964 ± 0.024

14.67 ± 0.02

2.212 ± 0.010

5.056 ± 0.012

Replicate 9

75.03 ± 0.05

3.009 ± 0.025

14.67 ± 0.02

2.215 ± 0.010

5.072 ± 0.012

Replicate 10

75.04 ± 0.05

3.015 ± 0.025

14.69 ± 0.02

2.191 ± 0.010

5.055 ± 0.012

Average

75.05

3.003

14.67

2.200

5.066

Std dev

0.02

0.021

0.01

0.015

0.011

Gold Alloys (SPECTRO MIDEX)
Sample
Au
Ag
Cu
Ni
Zn

BAM EB 506

BAM EB 507

BAM EB 508

given in %

58.56 ± 0.06

75.10 ± 0.11

75.12 ± 0.11

analyzed in %

58.71 ± 0.03

75.05 ± 0.03

75.16 ± 0.03

given in %

3.90 ± 0.05

3.02 ± 0.05

24.90 ± 0.05

analyzed in %

3.86 ± 0.01

3.00 ± 0.01

24.80 ± 0.03

given in %

35.65 ± 0.06

14.69 ± 0.05

analyzed in %

35.50 ± 0.01

14.67 ± 0.01

given in %

4.99 ± 0.04

analyzed in %

5.06 ± 0.01

given in %

1.891 ± 0.018

2.107 ± 0.016

analyzed in %

1.921 ± 0.005

2.160 ± 0.005
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spectrometer.These instruments are factorycalibrated and validated for an exceptionally
wide range of precious metals samples.
Their SPECTRO XRF Analyzer Pro operating
software was recently optimized via thirdparty testing and user input to increase
ease and effectiveness. The instruments’
SPECTRO FP+ fundamental parameters
calibration

package

not

only

provides

excellent accuracy up to 100% concentration
levels, but can analyze completely unknown
precious metal alloys.
To demonstrate its accuracy, SPECTRO

Results of a typical gold sample after a measuring time of a few seconds.

MIDEX was used to analyze a variety of

than 26.7 lb (12 kg), SPECTROSCOUT

precious

nevertheless

metal

samples

with

certified

delivers

laboratory-quality

compositions. The measurement time for

elemental analysis. It’s capable of identifying

these analyses was 60 seconds per sample.

and analyzing precious metals in a matter
of seconds. Samples are analyzed for all

SPECTROSCOUT

relevant metals simultaneously, with a

SPECTROSCOUT is a fully portable, lower-

measuring spot of 1 mm. (An option allows

cost alternative to the SPECTRO MIDEX,

a larger 2 mm spot, useful, for example, in

operating on the same XRF principles.

accommodating inhomogeneities in silver.)

Battery-powered

SPECTROSCOUT

and

weighing

less

the

sample

with

can
its

either

compare

factory-calibrated,

application-package-specific internal library
for instant identification of precious metals
and their alloys, or carry out a complete
elemental analysis in the same way as
SPECTRO MIDEX. Results are displayed on
the touchscreen or can be downloaded to
a computer; the first analysis is available in
as little as a few seconds. Good results can
be obtained for additional elements, even in
low concentrations such as those found in
refining metals, with a measuring time of 120
to 300 seconds.
Sample

Kt

Certified Au Value
[%]

SPECTRO MIDEX
(60 sec) analyzed
Au Value [%]

SPECTROSCOUT
(300 sec) analyzed
Au Value [%]

NCS HC 54924

8.4

35 ± 0.08

35.29 ± 0.04

34.75 ± 0.06

NCS HC 54908

22

91.68 ± 0.08

91.61 ± 0.08

91.58 ± 0.07

NCS HC 54901

24

99.994 ± 0.037

100 ± 0.10

99.99 ± 0.08

Accuracy is comparable to SPECTRO MIDEX analyzer.
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SPECTRO XEPOS
Even after preliminary processing, concentrations of precious metals in bulk samples
such as catalysts and electronic wastes are
much lower than in jewelry scrap, and require more sensitive techniques for analysis.
While the SPECTRO MIDEX, SPECTROCU-

Analyzing Precious Metals

BE, and SPECTROSCOUT analyzers have li-

approximately 100 μm or smaller, and the

mits of detection in the ppm range, sampling

resulting powder is poured into a sample

errors could still arise, due to nonhomoge-

cup or pressed into a pellet after mixing

neous samples and relatively small measure-

with a binder. The SPECTRO XEPOS results

ment windows. Users tasked with these ap-

below were obtained with NIST reference

plications can turn to the high-end SPECTRO

materials — and show excellent agreement

XEPOS HE XRF spectrometer— SPECTRO

with the certified values.

Analytical’s most powerful XRF analyzer.
Element

Certified
Values [mg/kg]

Analyzed Values
[mg/kg]

Rh

135.1 ± 1.9

137.1 ± 1.0

Pd

233.2 ± 1.9

235.4 ± 0.6

Pt

1131 ± 11

1124 ± 2

Analysis results for validation sample NIST 2557 with
SPECTRO XEPOS:

Element

Certified
Values [mg/kg]

Analyzed Values
[mg/kg]

51.2 ± 0.5

47.2 ± 0.4

Pd

326 ± 1.6

312.8 ± 0.6

Pt

697.4 ± 6.3

676 ± 1.7

Rh

Its innovative components include a 50 W /
60 kV X-ray tube, an ultra-high-count SDD,

Analysis results for validation sample NIST 2556 with
SPECTRO XEPOS:

and unique adaptive excitation technology.
So it can furnish previously impossible

OES Analysis of Precious Metals

sensitivity boosts of up to 10x previous

Refiners and alloy producers have particular

models — optimized to target precious

requirements in determining precious metals

metals elemental groups. It can also achieve

impurities. Optical emission spectrometry

notably low limits of detection (LODs).

(OES) is an ideal technique for their needs.

This is a key advantage when analyzing for

Like ED-XRF, it can be used directly on

the relatively low concentrations found in

metallic samples such as pins. It is, however,

automotive catalysts.

not

completely

nondestructive;

a

tiny

amount of material is atomized by the spark
Besides high resolution and sensitivity

used to excite the sample.

plus low LODs, SPECTRO XEPOS can
provide reduced measurement times, low

SPECTROLAB

consumables use, and excellent long-term

The SPECTROLAB high-performance arc/

stability. Compared to small-spot excitation,

spark OES analyzer offers a number of

the analysis area of the sample is larger

advantages for this work, even when

using the SPECTRO XEPOS, especially when

compared to other OES instruments. The

utilizing optional sample spinning during

SPECTROLAB’s

measurement. This helps to reduce effects

system embodies several innovations in

from inhomogeneities.

excitation, optics, detection, and software

Example: To analyze recycled automotive

to optimize analytical performance and

catalyst,

operator convenience. In particular, its

the

sample

is

Analyzing Precious Metals

ground

to

unique

hybrid

optical
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hybrid version combines photomultiplier

and low detection limits achievable with

tube (PMT) and charge coupled device

SPECTROLAB — combined with its speed

(CCD) sensor technology for exceptionally

of analysis, simple sample preparation, and

accurate, simultaneous analysis of precious

ease of use — make it suitable for refining

metals. The unit provides ultra-high speed

quality control and similar tasks.

of measurement, ultra-low LODs, ultimate
elemental flexibility, outstanding stability,

SPECTROLAB can be optimized for precious

and affordable cost of ownership.

metal matrices of interest: gold, silver,
platinum, palladium, and ruthenium. Typical

Refineries must produce precious metals of

LODs (in ppm) of a range of elements in

very high purity as a starting point for new

different precious metal bases are shown in

alloys. The improved background correction

the accompanying table.

Element

Gold Base
[mg/kg]

Ag

Platinum Base
[mg/kg]

Palladium Base
[mg/kg]

0.06

0.06

0.2

Al

0.06

0.18

0.2

As

0.7

Au

Silver Base
[mg/kg]

0.2

0.6

0.07

0.18

0.3

Bi

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.3

Cd

0.05

0.04

0.2

0.25

Co

0.06

Cr

0.05

0.1

0.05

Cu

0.08

0.2

0.06

0.12

Fe

0.15

0.2

0.3

0.5

Ir

0.6

1

1

Mg

0.04

0.05

0.08

Mn

0.1

0.2

0.06

0.2

Ni

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.25

0.2

Os
P

0.8
0.3

Pb

0.2

0.5

0.25

Pd

0.07

0.1

0.2

Pt

0.5

0.3

Rh

0.1

0.1

Sb

0.3

0.2

1

Se

1

0.15

0.2

Ru

Si

0.3

Sn

0.4

0.3

Te

0.2

0.2

Ti

0.06

Zn

0.05

0.5
0.06

0.7

0.2

0.6

0.1

0.04

0.2

0.5

1

0.15

0.1

Note: This data is from the SPECTROLAB Application Note Arc/Spark Nr. 43/5.
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ICP-OES Analysis of Precious Metals

SPECTRO ARCOS

Due to its very high sensitivity and wide

The high-end SPECTRO ARCOS simul-

dynamic range, inductively coupled plasma

taneous ICP-OES spectrometer represents

optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES)

the latest state-of-the-art technology for the

is a popular technique for the analysis

most demanding elemental analyses in the

of exploration samples such as ores and

precious metals field.

stream sediments, and for the measurement
of impurities in precious metals. Advanced

ICP-OES is particularly suitable for the

ICP-OES instruments can achieve limits of

measurement of traces of impurities in gold

detection (LODs) in the parts per billion (ppb)

and other precious metals. One feature of

(μg/kg) range.

SPECTRO ARCOS is especially useful for this
application: an option for true axial and radial

Because ICP-OES requires putting sample

viewing of the plasma in a single instrument.

material

This

into

solution,

nonhomogeneity

unique

MultiView

configuration

can be dealt with more easily than in ED-

provides both enhanced sensitivity for trace

XRF or OES analysis, as long as sampling

analysis and high stability for the analysis of

procedures

major elements.

addition,

are

carefully

excitation,

designed.

spectral

In

resolution,

and detection must be optimized for best

Limits of detection achieved on gold

performance.

samples by SPECTRO ARCOS are shown in
the accompanying table.

SPECTRO GENESIS
The SPECTRO GENESIS is a compact, fully

Because

of

its

wide

dynamic

range,

simultaneous spectrometer with the benefits

MultiView can also be used to measure

of ICP-OES technology, but the affordability

major components in alloys. An internal

of flame absorption spectrometry (AAS)

standard plus a bracketing method is applied

instruments. It provides simple calibration

to compensate for fluctuations and other

and an extremely wide dynamic range.

variables, and to achieve the necessary

It’s also much faster than AAS or even

accuracy and precision. ISO 11494 and ISO

nonsequential

Its

11495 are standard methods — for platinum

high-throughput design is optimized for

and palladium analysis respectively — that

applications requiring rapid, highly accurate

describe bracketing, and the use of yttrium

analysis of more than 50 samples and 10

as an internal standard.

ICP-OES

models:

elements per day.
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For the most challenging precious metals

Element

Wavelength
[nm]

LOD 3s
[mg/kg]

Ag

224.641

0.18

and other innovations to deliver exceptional

Al

396.152

0.07

resolution and sensitivity, highest speed,

As

193.759

1.8

applications, SPECTRO ARCOS features the
highest-power generator, exclusive optics,

best-in-class

stability,

long-term

savings, and unparalleled ease of use.

cost

B

249.773

0.03

Ba

455.404

0.001

Be

313.042

0.01

Bi

223.061

0.21

Ca

396.847

0.01

Cd

228.802

0.02

Co

228.616

0.03

Cr

205.618

0.03

Cu

324.754

0.03

Fe

259.941

0.03

Ga

417.206

0.15

Ge

164.919

0.18

Hg

194.227

0.22

Ir

205.222

0.50

K

766.491

0.05

Li

670.780

0.003

Mg

279.553

0.004

Mn

259.373

0.01

Mo

202.095

0.08

Na

589.592

0.02

Ni

221.648

0.05

P

177.495

0.14

Pb

168.215

0.19

Pd

324.270

0.13

Pt

177.708

0.28

Rh

343.489

0.15

Sb

206.833

0.25

Se

196.090

0.61

Si

251.612

0.06

Sn

189.991

0.20

Sr

407.771

0.004

Te

214.281

0.90

Tl

190.864

0.35

V

292.402

0.03

W

207.911

0.23

Zn

213.856

0.04

SPECTRO ARCOS: Limits of detection (LOD) for
selected lines in gold matrix.
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CONCLUSION
From the rapid assessment of an item of jewelry
to the determination of minute traces in ore,
detecting and measuring precious metals presents
substantial challenges. Traditional methods of
analysis are either inaccurate or extremely time-

Contact Us

consuming and skill-dependent.
XRF, OES, and ICP-OES analyzers from SPECTRO
Analytical

Instruments

can

meet

all

these

challenges. Their performance can serve widely
differing needs from the gold

CONTACT US

dealer to the

refinery. These instruments represent the latest
developments of analytical technology in their

REQUEST A QUICK QUOTE

respective techniques. Often, where traditional
methods may take several hours, operators
without specialized analytical knowledge can

REQUEST A FREE DEMO

complete detailed, accurate precious metals
analyses in seconds.
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